
IU3A Local History - Elizabeth Wilkinson aka Elizabeth Stokes 

Elizabeth was born in London from a working class background and lived in Clerkenwell. She was an 

English bare-knuckle champion and is known as the first female boxer. As well as a boxer, she was 

also an instructor. Her boxing career spanned the years 1722 to 1728. 

It is unclear whether Wilkinson was her birth name. There is speculation that she was either married 

or related to Robert Wilkinson who was a prize fighter, thief and murderer. He was executed on 24 

September 1722 and, whether a coincidence or not, Elizabeth’s boxing career seems to have begun 

that year. Sometime between 1722 and 1726 she became known as Elizabeth Stokes. It is thought 

likely that she married another boxer, James Stokes. 

In June 1722 Elizabeth challenged Hannah Hyfield of Newgate Market to what may have been the 

first female prize fight in London. She advertised the fight in a London newspaper and declared that 

“having had some words with Hannah Hyfield and requiring Satisfaction, do invite her to meet me on 

the Stage and Box me.” Elizabeth specified that each woman had to grasp half a crown in each hand.  

Cleverly she maintained this rule in her fights as it prevented gouging and scratching and also put a 

time limit on fights. Elizabeth won the fight against Hannah claiming the prize of 3 guineas despite 

“the good thumping” Hannah had promised. Her next opponent was a fish-woman called Martha 

Jones who she reportedly beat in 22 minutes. 

Elizabeth became a fixture at the boxing venues of James Figg, one of which was the “Boarded 

House” in Marylebone. Whilst Figg was the most prominent promoter and male boxer, Elizabeth was 

a more popular and famous boxer at that time. When she married Figg’s rival, James Stokes, her 

fights moved to Stokes’ amphitheatre in Islington Road, near Sadler’s Wells. 

On 1 October 1726 an advertisement in the Weekly Journal announced a fight between Elizabeth 

and Irish woman, Mary Welch. In that advert, Elizabeth was described as being “the famous 

Championess of England” and she claimed to be undefeated “having never engaged with any of my 

own sex but I always come off with victory and applause.” 

It also noted that the women would fight “in cloth jackets, short petticoats coming just below the 

knee, Holland drawers, white stockings and pumps.” At that time it was more common for women, 

sometimes prostitutes, to fight topless. By competing in practical and modest clothes, Elizabeth and 

her opponents defined themselves as serious athletes. 

Elizabeth and James Stokes were often challenged as a pair, with her fighting the woman and him 

the man. One such challenge was made in 1727 by Mary Welch and her trainer, Robert Baker, and 

they described Elizabeth as a “bold Amazonian Virago”. In 1728 the pair were challenged by Thomas 

and Sarah Barret who called Elizabeth “this European Championess”. 

Elizabeth was a keen self- promotor and famous for her entertaining “trash talk”. For example, in a 

published acceptance of a challenge in 1728 by Ann Field, an ass-driver from Stoke Newington, 

Elizabeth told readers that “the blows which I shall present her with will be more difficult for her to 

digest than any she ever gave her asses.”  

During her lifetime Elizabeth was celebrated not condemned by English society and some 150 years 

after her career ended, writers praised Elizabeth more than any of her boxing contemporaries. This 

only changed at the end of the nineteenth century perhaps because her story was at variance with 

society’s view of women at that time. Thereafter references to her became increasingly rare and 

generally negative.  



 


